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This document contains a listing of preferred parts, part upgrading procedures, part Berating
guidelines, and part screening procedures to be used in the selection, procurement, and application of
of parts for GSFC space systems and ground support equipment.
AUTHORITY
The GSFC PPL is authorized and invoked by Goddard Management Instructions (GMI) 5330.6,
Implementation of the Goddard Space Flight Center Parts Program.
STANDARDIZATION
MIL-STD-975, the NASA Standard (EEE) Parts List (SPL), is the prime reference document for
preferred electronic parts for NASA. The GSFC Preferred Parts List (PPL-15) complements
MIL-STD-975 by listing additional device types and part categories not included in MIL-STD-975.
All parts or styles listed in MIL-STD-975C are identified in PPL-15.
QUALITY LEVEI's
Consistent with MIL-STD-975, PPL-I S specifies two levels of quality, and these levels are
defined essentially in the same manner. Grade 1 parts are intended for critical flight and mission-
essential ground support applications where failure would cause major mission degradation and
part performance is critical to mission success or safety. Grade, 2 parts are for non-critical flight
and non-mission-essential ground support applications. In some cases, a SPL Grade 2 part has
been listed as a Grade 1 level part in the PPL. Where any conflicts exist between the SPL and
PPL-15, PPL-15 takes precedence.
The parts listed in this document meet the requirements of a Military or NASA Center
Specification. When a PPL listed part is purchased by GSFC, the specification listed for the part
and the recommended manufacturer(s) or the manufacturers on the QPL for the part must be
referenced in4he procurement request.
All specifications listed in the PPL are maintained on file in the Parts Branch for reference
purposes. GSFC personnel can obtain copies of specifications through their division offices from
the Product Assurance Library, code 311A, telephone (301) 344-7240, Contractors, approved
domestic and foreign experimenters, and international cooperative project working groups can
obtain copies of the PPL and copies of referenced documents, except MIL specifications, by a
written request via the cognizant project office. All others may obtain copies of the PPL through
the National Technical Information Service (NTIS), Springfield, VA 22161.
iii





The PPL will be reissued daring 1982, Portions may be changed and updated prior to that
date, as required. Parts not now listed, for which a substantial or critical usage is anticipated,
should be brought to the attention of the Preferred Parts Staff so that those parts may be con-
sidered as candidates for evaluation and possible future listing in the NASA SPL or the GSFC PPL,
Call (301) 344-8896 or (301) 344-8830 -.r (301) 344-6633,
PART CHARACTERISTICS
Electrical characteristics are specified at 25°C ambient, unless otherwise noted.
CRITERIA FOR LISTING PARTS
Parts are listed in the PPL based on the following criteria;
(1) they can be procured to a high reliability military or NASA specification;
(2) they have complied with an approved series of qualifying criteria;
(3) they are judged by the GSFC Parts Branch to be available and not redundant to other
parts in the GSFC PPL, or NASA SPL,
USER RESPONSIBILITY
GMI 5330.6, Implementation of the Goddard Space Flight Center Parts Program, should be
reviewed by all those vequired to use the GSFC PPL. This means that;
(a) In designing new systems, users shall use the SPL and PPL as the prime reference
sources to select part types known to be more reliable than others.
(b) The part should be purchased to the specifications referenced in the SPL or PPL.
(c) Users should consult their project parts engineer for information concerning the
detailed requirements on the information that must be included in or accompany
a Non-Standard Parts Approval Request.
The SPL and PPL serve the Center as a whole covering both Flight and Ground Support
Equipment applications and needs. It is the responsibility of the user, the product assurance
engineer, and flight assurance manager to insure that the proper grade level parts are selected from
the SPL and PPL commensurate with the criticality assigned to each project or system.
RELIABILITY NOTES
Screening
Improvement in the reliability of electronic parts can be realized through screening. This is
demonstrated by most ER (Established Reliability) and TXV (Testing Extra, Visual Pre-cap
iv
5.	 .art.,	 :.	 ..:.. .
r,
Inspection) specification programs of the military, which are specified In the SPL and PPL wherever
appropriate. The TXV specifications cover semiconductors and upgrade existing MIL devices by
adding a 100% burn-in as part of the screening procedure and requiring that a visual Inspection be
performed prior to the lidding of the device. The ER specifications similarly cover a variety of
components such as resistors and capacitors, and additionally define various failure rate qualifi-
cation levels. Screening of non-TXV/ER parts to prepare them for flight use Is required (see
Appendix C). However, preference must be given to the listed TXV,/ER parts before considering
the use of the equivalent JAM part which is subsequently screened, inasmuch as more protective
sczaens, such as pre-cap visual inspection, often can be added, as part of the total manufacturing
process, than can be prescribed in Appendix C. TXV devices must be rescreened In accordance
with the applicable TX detail specification, because of semiconductor quality proHems.
ESTABLISHED RELIABILITY
The SPL and PPL, wherever feasible, list capacitors, inductors, relays, and resistors procurable
to military "Established Reliability" (ER) specifications. These specifications provide known
levels of reliability (failure rates) which have been demonstrated under controlled test conditions,
as specified in the military specifications, and expressed as percent failures per thousand hours
(9611000 hours). The failure rates are established at rated stress conditions and at 60 to 90 %
confidence levels, depending upon the particular part and military specifications,
COMPONENT QUALITY and MIL—HDBK--217C
MIL--HDBK-217C, Reliability Prediatlan of Electronic Equipment, gives various equations
and tables to calculate the failure rate of a component in a system. The general form of the failure
rate equation is;
NP = Xb(7rE x zrQ x 11)
where
XP
 = Part failure rate (Failures/ 106 hours)
Xb
 = l asc  failure rate a relating the influence of electrical and
temperature stresses on the part.
7rE = System Environment Factor
7rQ Quality Factor
IT = Product of other factors unique to each device type.
7rE is based on the application of a part, whether flight or ground equipment. 7r, is based on
the quality of the purchased part. These factors appear in the reliability models for all component
types, The following tables list representative quality factors for the quality levels of components
procured for GSFC projects.





	 QUALITY FACTOR, 7rQ.
MIL—M-38510, Class S
MIL-M-38510, Class B	 2
MIL—STD-883, Method 5004, Class B 	 5
Vendor Version of 5004	 10
NIIL-M-38510, Class C	 16
Commercial Hermetic Package	 150








Commercial Hermetic Package 6.0
Conlmerci&I Plastic Package 12.0
"ER" PASSIVE COMPONENTS
QUALITY LEVEL	 FAILURE RATE LEVEL	 QUALITY FACTOR,7r2
DESIGNATION
	
(lo/ 1000 hrs.)	 "—




Although the Failure Rate Levels for "ER" parts differ by factors of 10, MIL—HDBK--•217C
states that field data shows the true failure rates to vary by a factor of 3 and the Quality Factors
have been adjusted to reflect this fact,
PART DERATING
Conservative application stresses are an important design tool for decreasing part degradation
and improving failure rates, and prolonging the useful life of parts. For guidance, recommended
part derating factors are tabulated in Appendix B.
PART UPGRADING
For some types of devices listed in the SPL and PPL, the listed Grade 1 devices are not avail-
able. Appendix A gives guidelines for upgrading Grade 2 devices to an acceptable level for use as a




Assistance in the selection of parts, parts specifications, manufacturers surveys, incoming In-
spection, screening evaluation tests and failure analysis services for A parts are available from the
Parts Branch of the Product Assurance Division.
For assistance on electronic parts problems and questions in direct support of specific projects,
users should contact the cognizant parts specialist assigned to the respective project. If unknown,
the identity can be determined by contacting the project office.
For general evaluation information of eleetronic parts, part specifications, and part qualification,
users may contact a specialist in the particular part category, as listed below:
PART CATEGORY
Capacitors ........ .0000.... .... ,.
Connectors .......................
Crystals ......... 0....,0,., ..... ,
Diodes 00 ...............00........
Filters ............. 0 0 , „ 0	 . . . .
Fuses ...........................
Inductors .......0.........0......
Microcircuits , .. ... . . . ... 0 .. , 0000
PCBoards ........................
Relays ...........0.........000..
Resistors .... . ...... . ....... 	 ... . .








J. Lawrence .................. .
N, Tyson ......................
M. Robertson ........ , 0000.....
P. Jones .......................
L. Buyer .......................
L. Buyer .............. 00.,,....
M .Ba!uck .-'-'_ ........ .0s,..:..
H. Chernikoff ............ 0 , ....
J. Lawrence ............. 0.,.,..
L. Buyer	 ..................0..0




L. Buyer . . . . . . , . . . 10 .. 0 . . . . . .
M.Robertson ....... ,	 . ....... .
J. Lawrence	 ... 0 .0 ..... .



























Testing, Maintenance of the PPL
Electronic Parts incoming Test,
Inspection, and Screening 	 I ' ' ' ' '
Data Systems .....................
Failure Analysis ............ ..... .
Quality Surveys
Procurement Request Review)' ' ' . ' . ' ' '
Packaging Process Specialist ..........
CONTACT
J. Adolphsen . . . ............... .
N. Tyson	 .......
G. Ritter ... .......	 ....... .
N. Tyson	 ......	 .... .
4
 Cognizant Office of Flight
Assurance Representative ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
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Index of Preferred Capacitors.
	 •...•...••.,.r.......,.. 01'1
Ceramic, Chip ........ ,..». ..... • ..................... ..»............. 01-2
Glass, Fixed ...................... 0 ....... .0 ....... 00 ....... 1....	 .a. 01-4
02 CONNECTORS
Index of Preferred Com ►ectors .. , .............. 0000 .................. • ... 02-1
Power, Rack and Panel, Subminiature, Solder Contact » .... . ................. 02-»2
Power, Rack and Panel, Subminiature Crimp Contact , » , » . » » , » » , » , .. , , » , , , , » » » 02-3
Po(/wry er, Rack and Panel, Subminiature High Density, 	 1/^'Crimp Contact . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . 02 -4
03 FILTERS
Index of Preferred Filters ......................... ......... , ..... • . • .... 03-1
Electromagnetic Interference Suppression ................................... 03--2
04 FUSE
Ceramic, Subminiature (Axial Leads) ...................................... 04-1
05 INDUCTORS
Index of Preferred Inductors ..............
	 .....	 .............. 05--1
06 RELAYS
Index of Preferred Relays .......... .................. • .................. 06--1
Non-Latching ......... . ........... I ...................... I ........... 0 6- 2
Latching .......................................................... 	 06-3
07 RESISTORS
Index of Preferred Resistors .......................................... , , . 07-1
08 DIODES
Index of Preferred Diodes .............................................. 08--1
Switching, Silicon ...
	 .... ,	 ...	 .... 08--2
Voltage Reference, Silicon	 ........... 0 ............... 0 , . 0J(8^^ --3
Voltage Regulator, Silicon	 • , .. . r . .} . , . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 08-4




..	 ..................	 ...	 ....	 ..	 ....
Voltage Variable Capacitor, Silicon .......
	 ............ ............ . r .. 08--7
09 TRANSISTORS
Index of Preferred Transistors ........................................... 09-1
















Low Power, Silicon, PNP ,«,.,.......«,...,...,., ...................,.., 09.2
Medium Power, Silicon, PNP ,..« ........................................ 09.2
Medium Power, Silicon, NPN 00,00,,.. 	 ,,..,....« ....................+.. 09--3
Chopper, Low Power, Silicon, PNP , . , .. , , . , .. , 0000 , , .. , 0000 . , 0000 , . , , . , 09--3
High Power, Silicon, NPN .. , , 0 0 0 0 .... . ........... « .. , , .......... , ... 09-4
High Power, Silicon, PNP ........................... . ......... . . ........ 09-4
Field Effect, N-Channel, Junction, Silicon .............. 0 0 0 0 .... , ......... 0 09-5
RF, Silicon, NPN ....I$.....00,,,.,
	 .......... ..........0000. 09-6
10 MICROCIRCUITS
Index of Preferred Microcircuits .................. ... . . .................... 10-1
Microcircuit Information, .........
	 ...	 , ... , 0 0 0 0 ... . . . . ........ . 10--2
11 SOLDER ........................... .. .... b.....,,....
	
........ . t..	 . 11--1
14 THERMISTORS (Resistor, Temperature Sensitive)
Index of Preferred Thermistors ........................................... 14--1
Thermistor, Negative Temperature Coefficient ............................... 14--1
15 TRANSFORMERS
Index of Preferred' Transformers , 0 0 0 0 , ,	 $ 4o* ....... . ..... . ........ 15--1
16 WIRE AND CABLE
Index of Pr, ferred Wire and Cable ................ . .. . . .
	
......... , ..... 16-1
Insulated, High Temperature ............................................ 16-2
Insulated, Lightweight ........................................... I ..... 16-3
Insulated	 ......................... . ....... I ......................... 16-4
APPENDIX A Upgrading Grade 2 Devices for Use in
Grade I Applications .. . . . . . .
	 .. 0 ......................... , . A-1
APPENDIX B -- Part Derating Factors . . . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . 4 ......... 0 .. 0 ....... 4 0 ... B--1
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APPENDIX A
Upgrading Grade 2 Devices
for Use in Grade 1 Applications
Both PPL—I 5 and MIL—STD-975C have sections in which the listed Grade I part is not available
at tlus time or, in the case of the NSPL, no Grade 1 part is listed. This appendix lists what is re-
quired by GSFC to upgrade a Grade 2 device for use in a Grade I application. In most cases, GSFC
requirements are the same as those in the NSPL. GSFC does not allow the upgrading of relays, The
PPL has differences from the NSPL in the procedures to upgrade semiconductor devices, In all cases,
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iSection I — CAPACITORS
For styles listed in MIL-STD-975C, see Appendix B of that document. For styles listed
in PPL-15, where the appropriate Failure Rate Level is not available, the approval of the
project parts engineer is required to use the next lowest available level,
Section 3 FILTERS
Consult the project parts engineer.
Section 4 -- FUSES
GSFC considers the fuses in Section 4 of PPL-15 to be suitable for Grade 1 use as listed in
the PPL.
Section 5 -- INDUCTORS
For styles listed in MIL-STD-975, see Appendix B of that document.
Section 6 -- RELAYS
GSFC does not consider any of the MIL-R-39016 relays in MIL-STD-975 suitable for
upgrading to Grade 1. If it is not possible to use one of the S-311-P-2(06) relays listed in
PPL-15, then consult the projects parts engineer for advice in selection of a suitable relay.
Section 7 r- RESISTORS
When the appropriate Failure Rate Level is not available., the approval of the project parts
engineer is required to use the next lowest available level.
Section 8 — DIODES
Grade 2 diodes listed in PPL-15 and MIL-STD-975C may be upgraded for use in Gz°ade 1
applications by two methods:
(a) In accordance with Appendix B of MIL-STD-975C.
(b) When a procurement consists of not more than 100 devices, perform destructive physical
analysis on 5 diodes from the lot and rescreen the JTXV diodes to the JANS screening
requirements (except for internal visual inspection).
Section 9 — TRANSISTORS
Grade 2 transistors listed in PPL-15 and MIL-STD-975C may be upgraded for use in Grade I
applications by two methods:
(a) In accordance with Appendix B of MIL-STD-975C.
(b) When a procurement consists of not more than 100 devices, perform destructive physical
analysis on 5 transistors from the lot and rescreen the JTXV transistors to the JANS
screening requirements (except for internal visual inspection).
A-2 PPL 15
October 1980
Section 10 - MICROCIRCUITS
Grade 2 microcircuits listed in MIL-STD-97SC may be upgraded for use in Grade l applications
by two methods:
(n) In accordance with Appendix B of MIL-STD-975C except that the "Internal Visual for
DPA" test listed in Table 3.2 shall include a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) inspec-
tion according to MIL-STD-883, Method 2018 (test 2 parts - accept on zero (0) rejects),
(b) When a procurement consists of not more than 100 devices, the screening given in Appendix
B of MIL-STD-9750 will be used and the following procedure will be substituted for the
Group B tests listed in Table 3.2 of Appendix B of MIL-STD-975C, Choose 5 devices at
random fronn the lot and subject them to the followin* tests:
Test MIL-STD-883 Qty. to Test/ RemarksMethod Accept No.
Lid Torque 2024 2/0 Glass Frit Seal packages only
Internal Visual 2013 5/0
SEM Inspection 2018 2/0
Bond Strength 2011 2/0 All bonds shall be pulled and
meet the specified limit
Die Shear 2019 310
Section 14 - TEIERMISTORS
For styles listed in MIL-STD-975C, consult your project parts engineer.
Section 15 - TRANSFORMERS
For styles listed in MIL-STD-975C, see Appendix B of that document.
Section 16 - WIRE and CABLE	 '
For styles listed in MIL-STD-975C, consult your project parts engineer.
MISCELLANEOUS
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APPENDIX B
Parts Derating Factors
This appendix tabulates GSFC's recommendations for the Berating of the component types
listed in the NSPL and PPL-15, Many of these derating recommendations are identical to those
given in MIL-STD-975C, Where differences occur, they are based on GSFC experiences and failure
rates in MIL-HDBK-217C, These factors are guidelines and may have to be modified to suit the
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APPENDIX C
Screening of Electronic Parts
for Flight Equipment
This appendix to the PPL lists the minimum screening regv !"- 'tents which must be incor-
porated into procurement documents when nonstandard parts a:t 10 tie procured, It specifies
taominal levels of screening to be imposed on conventional MIL and c°mmercial parts for flight
;applications when Established Reliability (ER), TXV, or parts to other high reliability MIL or
NASA specifications are not available, (Refer to the Preface for a brief explanation of ER and
TXV parts,) These screens are the minimum requirements to reduce the risk of fabricating into a
system parts which do not meet advertised characteristics or which may fail latently in the system.
Because of the inherently higher risk with nonstandai»1 parts, additional parts over the quantity
needed for fabrication should be procured for test and analysis. Destructive physical analysis is
recommended to ascertain the quality of construction and the workmanship applied in fabricating
the parts. Step—stress testing, similar to that specified in MIL—STD-883, Method 5006, "Limit
Testing", is recommended. It can yield information on failure modes to which the parts may be
susceptible. These tests and analyses can determine if serious reliability hazards exist with parts
for a particular application, and permit a better assessment of the risk incurred with their use.
A procurement document which is made up only of the parameters from the manufacturer's
data sheet and the screens listed in the appropriate table of this appendix, is not comparable with
military specifications or source controlled drawings which control other aspects of parts manu-
facture, The latter documents contain requirements for process controls, device construction, lot
acceptance, and qualification in addition to screening. Ideally such documents should be developed
for each nonstandard part, but the quantity of devices involved in a procurement, schedules, or
economic constraints often preclude the development and use of such complete specifications.
For help in developing complete procurement requirements when a nonstandard part must
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